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Abstract — Online community platforms and multimedia content delivery are merging in recent years. Current platforms like Facebook and YouTube are client-server based which result in high administration costs for the provider. In contrast to that peer-to-peer systems offer scalability and low costs, but are limited in their functionality. In this paper we present a framework for peer-to-peer based multimedia online communities. We identified the key challenges for this new application of the peer-to-peer paradigm and built a plugin based, easily extendible and multifunctional framework. Further, we identified distributed linked lists as valuable data structure to implement the user profiles, friend lists, groups, photo albums and more. Our framework aims at providing the functionality of common online community platforms combined with the multimedia delivery capabilities of modern peer-to-peer systems, e.g. direct multimedia delivery and access to a distributed multimedia pool.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, social interaction over the Internet is an ongoing trend. Since the arise of blogs and the possibility to publish user generated content, the number of active users increased significantly. Once the self-presentation with blogs was established, platforms like YouTube [2] and LastFM [3] arose, in which users can share their videos and music taste. It was a short step from self-presentation to interactivity, finding discussion partners on the same topic of interest.

Currently, online community platforms are the next step towards a seamless interaction with friends and people one know. Millions of users worldwide are attracted by e.g. MySpace³ (110M), Facebook³ (98M), StudiVZ³ (5M) and Xing³ (5M), to which we refer in the following.

On these platforms, users can present themselves and interact in different ways with their friends. According to Alexa.com [4] the sites are ranked in the top ten most clicked sites (MySpace and Facebook worldwide and StudiVZ in Germany), which shows the importance of web-based interaction of Internet users. These online community platforms are currently limited to the exchange of text messages and pictures, more challenging applications offering personalized video blogging, multimedia content sharing and support for (haptic) interactions are still to come.

However, current architectures for multimedia community platforms are client-server based, which result in both a scalability problem (which can only be avoided with investing a significant amount of money) and a limited innovation progress (as there is only one provider). Architectures based on the peer-to-peer (p2p) paradigm has proved to be self-scalable (new users contribute their resources) in various applications for file sharing, video streaming and telephone conferencing. Building a p2p based framework for multimedia online communities promises to resolve the scalability problem and to provide further interaction possibilities like live (video supported) chatting, group-based shared folders for collaboration purposes and more interactive tools. Severe challenges arise while building such an architecture.

Contribution: In this paper we present an extendible framework for multimedia online communities. Focus of this work is to identify the challenges for building a distributed online community platform based on p2p technology. We implemented the framework and present how to organize the data structures in the distributed online community platform and how to keep the architecture modular and still easy to extend for the upcoming trends in multimedia research.

First, we introduce in Sec. II the characteristics of multimedia community platforms and identify the costs, quality requirements and challenges when applying the p2p paradigm. In Sec. III we discuss related work and show what knowledge can be reused and where current solutions are limited. We present our p2p based framework for multimedia online communities in Sec. IV, discuss design decisions in Sec. V and draw a conclusion in Sec. VI.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND REQUIREMENTS

Building a distributed solution for multimedia online communities states several challenges. Regarding the features it has to provide, it should allow common functionality of today’s online community sites (like Facebook). We identified following services as common: 1) Registration of new users. 2) Presenting the user’s profile and provide individual settings customizable by the corresponding user. 3) Grouping of users in friends list, user-generated groups and organizational networks. 4) Search functionality for users and groups. 5) Direct communication and presenting of multimedia content.

These functionality is typically provided by a centralized platform. This comes with high costs for the platform provider. For a distributed framework providing the same functionality we also identified following non-functional requirements.

The load for maintaining the infrastructure and providing the above mentioned services should be distributed on the users of the infrastructure. By distributing the load, peers are expected to participate in the network and to provide a reasonable amount of storage space.
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Security is a challenging issue in a distributed multimedia online community. Following security features are needed most. First, authenticity of (maintenance) messages and objects in the system. Further, confidential, integer and authenticated direct communication and access control on the objects. Only owners should be able to change their data and to define who is allowed to access it. We sketch a security solution but keep the focus on the framework.

A distributed framework needs to be extendible in order to be able to fulfill the requirements of upcoming multimedia trends. Extendability of the framework enables the vendor or even the users to add new functionality by writing small plugins that can easily be integrated into the existing application.

In the next section we discuss approaches for the above mentioned requirements. Client-server based solutions may fulfill the requirements, they come with high costs for the vendor. P2P based applications address partially some functions of a multimedia online community, e.g., communication, and object sharing, but they do not address all at once. In Sec. IV we present our solution addressing all requirements on a distributed framework for multimedia online communities.

III. RELATED WORK

Current platforms for multimedia online communities follow the client-server paradigm, one vendor provides the servers which provide the service to the users. While it is quite convenient for the users, the vendor carries all the costs.

According to [5] annual administration expenses for the Facebook vendor are estimated to be 1.05$ per single platform user, while having 98 Million users in 2007 [6]. It is straightforward to assume that administration costs which the Facebook vendor has to bear sum to about 98 Million of dollars per year. The most of these expenses are server administration costs. For YouTube, LastFM and MySpace the principle is the same. There as well, the most crucial resources, storage space and bandwidth, are provided by servers and the capacities of the clients are unused. A second limitation of client-server based solutions is the limited innovation progress. Typically only the provider is able to add new features and functions to the system, which limits the extendability of the platform.

The p2p paradigm provides an alternative for building a service oriented multimedia platform. Basically, in a p2p system the consumers and users of a service are building the infrastructure that provides the service. In a file sharing scenario, the users’ devices form an overlay in which desired content can be found. The p2p paradigm can help to drastically lower the costs for a provider [7], as administration costs and the service load are shared among the users of the system.

Several applications demonstrate the advantages of the paradigm. For file sharing applications several overlays have been proposed. Unstructured overlays like FastTrack [8] or BubbleStorm [9] allow to search for the desired content using keywords. Structured overlays like Pastry [10] and Kademlia [11] map objects in the system to peers using a specific scheme and allow to lookup objects according their ID. Whereas file sharing does not state strict requirements on the quality of service (QoS), Internet telephony tools like Skype [12] or video streaming applications like Zattoo4 or Joost4 state QoS requirements. For telephony, low delay and jitter is crucial, for video streaming high throughput as well. However, these popular p2p applications do not address multimedia online communities, no large-scale group interaction is supported.

Several distributed storage applications like OceanStore [13] address the reliable handling of large data objects, but do not offer user interaction capabilities. Wuala4 enhances file-sharing with communication functionality, but does not offer common collaboration functions of multimedia online communities. Groove4 is a p2p based collaborative tool providing some limited support for group interaction, like message boards, chatting and shared folders. However, it only scales to a dozens of users in a group and does not support millions like in common multimedia online communities.

All presented applications provide a valuable and optimized function, but to our best knowledge, there is no p2p based multimedia online community platform. We present a distributed extendible framework combining the described functions and fulfilling the requirements stated in Sec. II.

IV. A FRAMEWORK FOR MULTIMEDIA ONLINE COMMUNITIES

The architecture for multimedia online communities has to provide many functionality. Routing, distributed data storage and community specific functions are some among them. In order to combine these functions to a framework we use a layered model. Each layer provides specific functionality to upper layers by using the services provided by lower layers.

A. Main Building Blocks of the Framework

For a multimedia online community we have several functional requirements, which are presented in Fig. 1(a). A layer for routing, for storage and message handling, a cache and

several plugins implementing base features of the multimedia online community are needed and discussed next.

P2P Overlay: A structured p2p overlay, i.e. a Distributed Hash Table (DHT), maps objects to peers according their object ID. Further, it allows to route messages to peers responsible for specific IDs, i.e. routeMessage(nodeID, message). In our implementation we used FreePastry [14] which implements Pastry [10]. It is well maintained and widely used.

Storage and Replication: A storage and replication layer uses the DHT and allows to store data objects in a distributed and reliable way. This is essential in our platform as user information like profiles, friendship states, photos and videos have to be stored reliably even if the corresponding user goes offline. We assume the DHT functionality put(key, object), get(key) and delete(key). In our implementation we used PAST [15], an extension to FreePastry, which we extended with delete(key) by replacing with an empty object.

Storage Dispatcher: Whereas the Storage and Replication layer offers the reliable storage of data objects, the Storage Dispatcher processes the application specific data to make it storable. Further, it provides additional functionality like removing or modifying data and is in charge that the storage operations are performed. As we operate in a distributed and unreliable network, peers may go offline. The Storage Dispatcher detects failed storage operations and triggers new storage jobs. The list of offered functions is storeItem(object), getItem(key) and deleteItem(key).

Message Dispatcher: The Message Dispatcher offers direct communication for the higher layers of the platform. Higher layers, especially the multimedia online community related functionality, are encapsulated in so-called plugins. These plugins can either communicate over shared storage objects (indirect communication) or via direct plugin to plugin communication from peer to peer. Using the Message Dispatcher, messages are delivered in a reliable way, once the destination peer/plugin is online. The Message Dispatcher offers the functions sendMessage(nodeIdentifier, pluginIdentifier, message) and receiveMessage(pluginIdentifier).

Information Cache: As many plugins operate on stored data objects (e.g. friends lists, photo albums), it is necessary to have a local cache for the objects that has been retrieved once. The Information Cache is a local representation of the DHT and a contact point for higher layers, which may ask the Information Cache for specific objects using getItem(key) and getMessage(pluginIdentifier). The Information Cache maintains for each requested data object ID a timestamp and whether it is in the Cache, it has been requested or it is not available in the network. Using these three possible states for a data object, a proper answer can be replied to the querying higher layer, which can then react instantly. By periodically requesting the data object until either the data object is found or marked as not available (based on a timeout), the higher layers can proceed the snapshot of the results any time. An example is depicted in Fig. 1(b), where the higher layer (here Photo Plugin) is prompted to provide the contents of an album. The plugin queries the Information Cache periodically and uses the current snapshot of the results. Once the object is requested again and a timeout depending on the timestamp and the current object state (available, pending or missing) is reached, the Information Cache identifies next steps. Upon a timeout of an available object it is requested again in order to find a new version, a pending object is set to missing, and a missing object is looked up again using the Storage Dispatcher. We use the least recently used cache replacement strategy. Please note, that current p2p applications do not operate on distributed data structures and do not use an Information Cache. During our research we identified this component being a highly valuable component for operations on the data, as discussed in Sec. V.

Plugin Layer: The underlying layers provide the functionality of reliable storage, quick data access and plugin to plugin and peer-to-peer communication using the Storage Dispatcher and Message Dispatcher. Based on these functionality we establish a layer for plugins that provide the desired functionality for online community platforms. Plugins are small building blocks providing a specific functionality, having a plugin identifier and an interface for accessing this functions and the results. We differentiate between mandatory plugins that are expected to be implemented in the framework of any participating peer and optional plugins, which cannot be assumed to be on every participating peer. This differentiation helps to make the framework extendible, as new (optional) plugins can be built and installed individually on any peer. Optional plugins can hereby reuse both the functions provided by the lower layers as well the functions provided by the mandatory plugins. We designed plugins to be shareable code packets that can be loaded dynamically into the system using init() and terminate() functions. For that we built a class loader, that parses at the beginning a specific folder and loads plugin compatible classes.

User Interface: The User Interface is well decoupled from the underlying framework. Plugins offer an interface for accessing their functions and retrieving the results. It is expected that every plugin has its own user interface, the set of all plugin-specific user interfaces are combined in a graphical user interface framework, like it is done in Eclipse [16]. We discuss this design decision in Sec. V. The interactions
Plugins use the functions of the framework and implement the specific functionality for multimedia online communities. Fig. 1(b) shows an example of the Photo Plugin interacting with the GUI and the Information Cache. Please note that the photo represents all storable multimedia content. The Photo Plugin offers to get a set of images belonging to a specific album. It can be triggered by its GUI (or other plugins) to retrieve the photos of an album with a given name. As a result it provides a set of images, this set may be incomplete, some images may be marked as pending or missing. It is left to the GUI how to interpret and visualize this information. However, various GUIs may exist for the Photo Plugin, optimized for various devices and purposes.

We assume that the Photo Plugin is triggered periodically and asked for a current snapshot of the results. The main task of the Photo Plugin is to identify which data has to be loaded and to combine data that needs to be presented. First, the Photo Plugin retrieves based on the album name a list of the images corresponding to this album. The list of the images is then stored in the Information Cache. The next time the Photo Plugin is asked it checks whether the list of image pointers corresponding to the album is available in the Cache and if it is so, iterates the list, checks whether the corresponding images are there and requests the pending/missing images. The plugin replies with a list of available images and the state of the missing images. As we assume that the plugin is triggered frequently by its GUI, more and more images arrive and the set of images provided to the GUI grows. The Information Cache is in charge to get the requested objects from the distributed storage and to mark missing objects. Note that other plugins can access the same data from the cache as well.

The plugin itself does not contain any timers or complex mechanisms, it is always triggered (here from the GUI), it checks the availability of the data to combine, combines the data to a reply and passes the reply to the triggering instance. This stateless design eases the development of new plugins and is discussed in Sec. V.

D. Plugins for the Multimedia Online Community Platform

We implemented several plugins named in the requirements analysis using the framework, i.e. for registration and profiles, grouping, searching and communication, were addressed. An overview is presented in Fig. 2.

Login Plugin: The Login Plugin enables an user to join the network by providing information relevant for the authentication. We assume that we have pseudonym identities, i.e. identities that can be checked, but not who the corresponding person is. We use asymmetrical cryptographic public keys as node IDs in the p2p network. Any communication to a

![Diagram of distributed linked lists for albums and photos](Fig. 3. Example of Distributed Linked Lists used for Albums and Photos between all plugins and user interfaces is depicted in Fig. 2. The figure shows that all plugins use the underlying layer and for all plugins a plugin specific GUI exists which is combined in a GUI framework. Plugins may use the different functionality (marked with α, β, γ and δ) of each other. The figure also shows the list of plugins we have implemented in the framework. Before presenting the plugins in detail, we describe the distributed data structures used and give a small example, how the layers interact.

B. Distributed Data Structures

Multimedia online communities require to store various kinds of information in the network persistently. Typical examples are user profiles, friends lists, photo albums, video sets with comments and information on interest groups. Casual get and put functionality of DHTs are not sufficient to build such complex applications. For that reasons we created a distributed data structure that operates with distributed linked lists. These are built up of several storable objects, identified by a key, that store besides usage specific content (e.g. meta data to images) pointers on other data objects. With these pointers a graph of interdependent objects is established, a distributed linked list.

In Fig. 3 we present the concept of distributed linked lists on the example of the Photo Plugin. One main idea behind the concept is, that every data object can be uniquely identified by its key. Further the key of the object is used to store and find it in the DHT. Plugins give their data objects specific keys starting with the plugin ID. The list of all albums corresponding to an user Alice for example is built by concatenating and hashing the terms photoplugin: albumsif and user: Alice, which results in a storage key. The corresponding object contains as payload some meta data and a list of pointers, pointing at data objects that contain the specific albums. One album is a data object containing some meta data and a list of pointers, pointing at image objects. The image objects contain as well some meta data and the picture itself. These data objects are placed using the Storage and Replication layer in the network.

Please note, that the Photo Plugin is just a representative of storable multimedia files. Similarly video files like in YouTube [2] or audio files like in Last.FM [3] can be stored as well. Once the user retrieved the (small) multimedia file, it is presented to him by the GUI. Every album and every image is stored under an individual key in the network on a different peer, thus the load is distributed.

C. Example of Layer Interaction

Plugins use the functions of the framework and implement the specific functionality for multimedia online communities.
node can be encrypted directly with the node ID. The Login Plugin contains a self-signed document containing an user name (which may give hints on the identity of the user), the node identifier and the IP address of the node. Any peer in the network can look up the login information of any other node using a specific object key e.g. hash(username:Alice). Like in ICQ or Skype the user name is a cryptic code, but a suitable buddy name can locally be assigned.

Profile Plugin: The profile of an user contains a personal photo and a list of attributes and values. These attributes may be school affiliation, hobbies, gender, geographical position, birthday ... the list of such information is extendible. In order to provide integrity in data storage, users sign the data objects they store in the network. As their node ID is identical to their public key any other node can check whether a node (e.g. 0x2dc41a57, Alice) is the author of its own profile. The personal settings of an user may be confidential. In order to provide a secure access control without a central entity, we encrypt the signed data object symmetrically and encrypt the symmetrical cryptographic key with the public keys of the peers that are allowed to access the data.

Groups Plugin: Groups (and Friend Lists) are special lists stored in the network containing the user names of group members. Every peer can subscribe in open lists, which they identify by the group name and modify directly using the Storage Dispatcher, which we enhanced to support remote list operations. Restricted groups can only be edited by group owners, access permission has to be requested from a specific peer listed as group owner, who can then decide and modify the group list. The plugin manages to calculate proper group keys, the join and leave procedure and to derive the list of participants of a group.

Search Plugin: In order to search for specific groups or users, we implemented a Search Plugin, which operates on the distributed linked lists and uses the functionality of the Friend and Group Plugin. It is a good example how plugin services can be combined to provide more mature services. The Search Plugin can be fed with attributes e.g. from the profile, it establishes distributed lists and registers the corresponding user at the lists related to his profile. An user e.g. with Darmstadt as home town, is then registered automatically in the group/list Darmstadt under the hash key of group Darmstadt.

The Search Plugin can also be used to search for users by specifying keywords (e.g. Darmstadt). All possible group keys are then built within the plugin and queried. Results to corresponding groups are presented jointly or merged.

Messaging Plugin: The Messaging Plugin offers a functionality similar to email, namely offline messaging. Each user has an in- and outbox, by specifying an user name a message object is created, encrypted with the recipients public key and stored in the inbox list of the recipient under a specific key (e.g. inbox_username:Alice). Once this user comes online, he checks his inbox and retrieves unread messages.

Photo Plugin: The Photo Plugin is a representative of storable multimedia content. Giving an user name, a corresponding key is generated, under which the list of albums related to this user can be found, this is shown in Fig. 3. Giving an album name retrieves the list of photos in this album. The resulting set of photos (or other multimedia content) can be used by the GUI for further processing, but can also be instantaneously displayed.

Live Chat Plugin: The Live Chat Plugin represents all real-time dependent multimedia content delivery applications. It uses the Message Dispatcher and the node ID of the receiver to communicate with the Live Chat Plugin located at the other peer. The communication can be encrypted with the public key (which is the node ID) of the communication partner. The messages are sent directly and dispatched immediately to the Live Chat Plugin (by naming the plugin identifier).

E. Example for Plugin Interaction

In Fig. 2 some plugin dependencies are shown. These dependencies are marked with letters α, β, γ and δ. The dependencies denote following relation between plugins.

α - During registering, the Login Plugin instructs the Profile Plugin to create a new user profile. Login Plugin provides the necessary data for creation of a new user profile. β - While creating a new profile or editing an existing profile, Profile Plugin instructs the Groups Plugin to adjust the appropriate groups. γ - The Profile Plugin registers the criteria associated with a certain user by providing appropriate instructions to the Groups Plugin. The information contained in a profile is used by the Search Plugin for searching the users associated with this information. δ - The Login Plugin instructs the Search Plugin to register e.g. the email address associated with a certain user as a searchable value in a distributed list.

V. DESIGN DECISIONS

For building the framework we made several design decisions, which we want to discuss in this section. They are helpful for building extendible p2p applications.

A Common GUI Framework: Instead of combining the graphical user interface with the functional part of the modules, we defined clear interfaces for the plugins. They can be used to state requests to the plugin (e.g. request list of all friends of Alice) and to retrieve the results (get the current list of friends of Alice). Using this paradigm helps to build various kinds of graphical user interfaces and to use the results by other plugins. The results can be either presented to the user using a device specific visualization or reused by other plugins. A GUI framework maintains the plugin GUIs and combines them on the screen (like in Eclipse [16]). We have implemented for all plugins user interfaces and integrated them in an user interface framework.

Base Security Solution: Security is a challenging issue in p2p systems, with several open questions, especially if no central server is used for support. For the scenario of multimedia online communities we sketch a solution that fulfills the requirements. We assume pseudonyms and with that explicitly no binding between human identities and user identities in our system. As node IDs we use asymmetric public keys, e.g. based on elliptic curves as they are small.
Nodes can authenticate themselves based on this public key and receive confidential information encrypted with these public keys. Data stored in the network can be signed by their authors and the signature can be verified with the public key of the author. Integrity and authentication are provided. For access control we propose to encrypt confidential signed data with a fresh symmetrical key and this symmetrical key with the public keys of all authorized nodes. The signed and symmetrically encrypted data and the encrypted symmetrical key is then stored and replicated in the DHT. Only a node that can decrypt the encrypted symmetrical key can access the data.

**Request-based Event Propagation:** In the paper we claimed several times that the GUI periodically requests a current state of the queried results. We call this request-based event propagation. An alternative is the event-triggered event propagation.

To give an example, an user triggers his GUI to show him the images of a photo album of Alice. The GUI triggers the plugin which looks up the corresponding image IDs. As a result, data objects with image specific meta data and an image is expected. After a short time, some of the requested data objects arrive at the Storage Dispatcher, which forward them to the Information Cache. Following the event-triggered event propagation idea, this event should then be forwarded to the Photo Plugin. In that case, the Photo Plugin would receive some of the images and decide, whether the partial images are of relevance for the user or not, whether the GUI is still active or maybe some other request should be prioritized higher. Further the images may be interesting not just for the GUI but for some other plugin as well. Should this other plugin be informed as well? Questions resulting in high complexity.

The request-based event propagation is much simpler, yet more useful in this case. A plugin is just activated by the GUI or other plugins, then it uses the information available in the Information Cache, states maybe some requests for missing objects and combines a proper reply based on the available information. In order to support delay-critical communication the Message Dispatcher offers direct plugin to plugin communication between different peers delivering messages instantly.

**Implementation Details:** We implemented the proposed framework in Java, which enables us to run the code on a variety of devices. We used FreePastry [14] as DHT and PAST [15] as storage and replication module. However, our system is not limited to these two implementations, as we clearly defined the interfaces and any DHT or storage and replication module implementing these methods can be used. The load is well distributed on the peers as the applied distributed linked lists spread the data and the load among the peers. Testing the system under churn leads to evaluating FreePastry and PAST, which have been evaluated in [17] and [18]. In comparison to client-server approaches the costs are totally shared among the users. This is a great benefit in comparison to the millions for administration costs for Facebook and MySpace.

Structured DHTs are widely used in file sharing scenarios to lookup the peer providing a specific object. Their lookup complexity is $O(\log n)$ with $n$ being the number of peers in the system, the typical lookup time is faster. However, lookup time for combined data objects (e.g. photo albums) has to be summed but is limited with a timeout (2s), in that rare case the objects are marked as missing. As the costs are shared and the quality of service is comparable to client-server solutions, we believe that the proposed p2p based multimedia online community platform may open the door for a new application of the p2p paradigm in multimedia content delivery.

**VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK**

The ongoing trend of Internet communities like Facebook and MySpace did not reflect on p2p based applications up to now. Additionally, multimedia systems converge more and more to the domain of p2p, as content distribution using the p2p paradigm has proved itself very powerful. In this paper, we present a framework that can be used to build large-scale multimedia online communities. The framework encapsulates the functionality in plugins, each providing a specialized function (e.g. maintaining photo albums, friend lists, groups, direct multimedia communication ...). These plugins can use each other and all use the underlying p2p functions provided by an Information Cache, Storage and Messaging modules and a Distributed Hash Table. The framework is easily extendible, the development of new plugins is simple and they can be dynamically loaded into the system. Using the framework enables to build high quality, complex p2p applications by reusing existing mature components.

In the future we plan to extend the framework with more plugins enabling audio streaming for friends, collaborative work and more nice features.
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